This pack contains information you may need when producing a programme for Sky.
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When Sky agrees to provide funded development, you will need to consider Editorial Compliance,
Health and Safety, Diversity and Inclusion and Technical Specifications. Please supply a
development budget to your Sky production contact for approval. Do not include a production fee
or overhead line in the development budget. If filming is involved as part of the development, discuss
insurance with your Sky production contact.
Your Sky production contact will agree with you the work undertaken during the development
period, details of the materials to be delivered upon completion and delivery timings.
Your Sky production contact will submit the approved development budget for financial approval.
This process can take up to two weeks. Your Sky production contact will confirm financial
authorisation by email, and shortly following that, our legal team will send you a development
agreement. If you have not worked for Sky before, Sky will set you up as a new supplier. This process
will happen following the submission of your first invoice. Once contracted, please send your
invoices directly to ocrinvoices@sky.uk, copying your Sky production contact. You should send the
development deliverables to both your commissioning editor and your Sky production contact.

Following confirmation from Sky’s commissioning editor of Sky’s intention to commission, you will
need to consider: Editorial Compliance, Health and Safety, Insurance, Diversity and Inclusion, Sky’s
Sustainable Productions Principles, Safeguarding, Press and Publicity Guidelines and Technical
Specifications.
We also require you to review the following Sky policies: Comcast Code of Conduct – Employers.,
Comcast Code of Conduct – Suppliers & Business Partners and Human Rights and Modern Slavery.
We will ask you to supply the following to your Sky production contact for approval:
• A production budget; please include an 8% production fee and a 4% overhead line to be
charged on direct costs only. Calculate insurance at 0.434% plus 12% IPT. Please include any
paid development.
• A production schedule.
• A completed editorial specification.
• The diversity and inclusion plans.
• A planet test summary. How do you plan to include sustainable messaging within the
programme(s)
•

Health and safety arrangements. Your company will need to be approved as competent to
manage health and safety. We also need to see your health and safety documentation,
including copies of your risk assessments. Please read and comply with our TV Production
Guidance: Managing the risk of Coronavirus document. We may ask you to provide
assurances.

We will supply a term sheet that sets out the principle commercial terms and details of any
requirements that are a conditions precedent; contractual conditions you must fulfil for the
contract to become effective.
Your production contact will prepare the documentation needed at Sky to submit for financial
approval. All commissions require editorial and financial approval in the Commissioning Review
Meetings (every two weeks). All other conversations and communications should not be considered
as financial approval or sign off. Your Sky production contact will confirm financial approval of the
production in an email to you. The legal team will send you a commissioning agreement shortly
following that.
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Following greenlight
Following the greenlight email, you will then need to:
• Sign up for Albert certification
• Sign up for Silvermouse (Sky PC) / Soundmouse (Music Licencing)
• Complete the Contributor and Data Protection Checklist and sent to:
DL-ComplianceCommissions@bskyb.com for approval ahead of the start-up meeting.
We ask that you include on your call sheets:
• Modern-day slavery information
• Sky Listens Helpline
• Film & TV Charity helpline details.
Our lawyers may need to review the following upon request:
• Contributor release form
• Children release form and children policy
• Location release form
• Major contributor contracts and Talent contracts.
Things we always need to know:
• Notice of insurance claim
• Notice of significant accidents, incidents or near-misses
• Civil claims for damages/injuries
• Notice of enforcement action from the Health and Safety Executive
• Disposal of rushes/archive material
Sky’s Commissioning Editor will need to see:
• Programme outlines, series synopsis and episodic synopsis
• Storylines
• Scripts
• Cast/talent suggestions
• Credits (for approval by your commissioning editor, compliance and your Sky production
contact)
• Diversity & Inclusion Tracker – please share with your Production and Editorial contact
after every D&I conversation with Sky and also at key stages throughout production when
the team are being engaged. This should be considered a working document that both
you as producers and Sky as broadcaster, are responsible for.
During production
You will have a Sky commissioning editor and Sky production contact assigned to the production.
You are required to give full rights of access to and approval on all matters relating to the
programme. Your Sky commissioning editor should be given reasonable notice of and entitled to
attend all production meetings and should be given access at all times to all production premises,
sets and locations.
You may be required to supply a downloadable link of the first few days’ rushes (as soon as they are
available) for your Sky commissioning editor to view. You will deliver to your Sky commissioning
editor for approval all programme outlines, storylines, scripts and cast/talent suggestions in good
time. Please allow 3-4 working days.
At all reasonable times during all stages of production of the programme, you shall allow the Sky
Commissioning Editor to examine and view all material filmed and view all edits of the programmes
before completion. Sky may require changes to all material to ensure Sky’s reasonable opinion that
the programme meets Sky’s editorial requirements and complies with the terms of the production
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agreement and relevant codes and regulations. The producer shall carry out these changes at the
producer’s own cost.
Sky shall have final editorial control over a programme.

Sky requires Producers to secure within the production budget worldwide all media clearance for all
contributions and material included in the programme for exploitation during the entire period of
copyright. The inclusion or archive and stills in the programme are subject to the minimum clearance
requirements detailed in the commissioning agreement. Suppose you wish to apply for a variation
to the minimum clearance requirements. In that case, you must submit a request for approval by
Sky in advance of including the relevant material in the programme. If you have any queries, don’t
hesitate to get in touch with your Sky production contact.
The producer must enter all clearances and licences uploaded into Silvermouse. As with any third
party materials, the producer must clear all rights with the copyright owner, whether Sky or a third
party. It is the producer’s responsibility to obtain all clearances and to upload them into Silvermouse.
clipsales@sky.uk are the team at Sky that handle News, Sport and Entertainment clip footage
requests. Note this team only look after the footage archive; please refer to the section on stills if
you’re looking for stills imagery.
Sky News’ archive dates back to 1989. A Producer can licence footage owned by Sky News for use in
a Sky commissioned programme royalty-free. The licence available is for use on all Sky platforms for
ten years, with multiple transmissions. Sky charges a minimum fee of £150 to cover the cost of
research, stock and transfer. A royalty fee will apply for any additional clearances. File delivery costs
are dependent on the volume of content ordered.
The showreel found here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pUMtCCDucFU gives a flavour of the content available.
In the first instance, contact the team at clipsales@sky.uk to access the Sky News archive as they
have access to the entire library. Only part of the Sky News archive is available on Getty Images. The
clip sales team can also put you in touch with the NBCU archive team, who offer preferential rates.
The Sky Sports Archive is home to thousands of hours of footage from a wide range of exciting
sports and events. Any clearance requests are subject to approval from the rights holder, which may
take time, so please allow as much time as possible for your request and specify a deadline stating
when you need the approval.
Any clearance granted by the clip sales team for Sky Sports archive is limited to Sky Entertainment
Channels in the UK and Ireland. As this does not meet the minimum clearance rights specified in the
production agreement, any requests for such footage must also be approved by your Sky
production contact as well as through Sky sports. If worldwide clearance is needed, the producer’s
responsibility is to contact the rights holder and negotiate the licence. Rights holder details will be
provided to you by the Sky Sports contact. No footage will be released until the relevant parties
have given full clearance. File delivery costs are dependent on the volume of content ordered. A
minimum fee of £150 will apply.
The producer should send any queries or requests for entertainment programme clip sales to.
clipsales@sky.uk Footage will not be released until the relevant parties have given full clearance.
Sky stills department and Getty stills agreement.
Sky stills department has a limited selection of stills, but as they are free for use on Sky channels, it
is worth running your requirements by them. You can contact the Sky Stills Department on t: 020
7032 4202, e: StillsDepartment@sky.uk from Monday to Friday 08.00-19.00.
Getty Images and Sky have agreed preferential rates for all production companies commissioned to
make programmes for Sky for further information see:
https://engage.gettyimages.com/1264764861sky3rdparty
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When preparing a budget please include an 8% production fee and a 4% overhead line to be charged
on direct costs only. Calculate insurance at 4.34% plus 12% Insurance Premium Tax (IPT). Please
include any paid development.
Please see Budget Topsheet (which will be sent by your production contact) for further details.

You are required to include the following wording on all call sheets:
[INSERT PRODUCTION COMPANY NAME] and Sky have a zero tolerance approach to inappropriate
behaviour on any of our productions. All of our productions should be safe, inclusive, professional,
and welcoming working environments. If you have concerns about anything you see or experience
throughout production then you can:
• Speak to your supervisor or your production’s dedicated Safeguarding Representative
[insert name and number]
• Speak to the TV and Film Charity’s 24hrs/7 days a week
free support line on 0800 054 0000
• Contact Sky’s confidential helpline on 0808 234 9777 or go to
www.ComcastSkylistens.com
Please be assured that any issues raised will be treated confidentially and anyone working on our
productions should feel confident they can report issues without ANY retaliation for raising a
concern. In addition to raising concerns, the TV & Film Charity’s 24hrs/7 days a week free helpline can
also be used to access wellbeing and mental health support. Further information can be found at
https://filmtvcharity.org.uk/

Please follow the separate link on the Production website to all compliance-related material. This
includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Product Placement Guidelines and Form for completion
Contributor Policy and Guidance
Contributor and Data Protection Checklist
Children Participating in Programmes
Work Experience
Talk Shows and Surreptitious Filming and/or Audio Recording
Social Media Guidelines
Self-Certification Form
Child Licensing and Performance Regulations

The producer must deliver monthly cost reports to the Sky production contact The producer is to
keep true and accurate books of account relating to all expenditure made on programmes. Sky
shall be entitled on reasonable notice to inspect the production company’s books of accounts and
records. You are required to deliver to your Sky production contact a final cost report no later than
one month after the delivery of your programme following the Sky budget template.

Scripted commissions have differ requirements, please see Sky Studios Credit Guidelines for
further details.
Ideally, credits should employ a black background with white text in the Sky font. There must be no
narrative or continuing action through credits, dialogue or synch sound is not permitted. Music
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alone should be used. Crawls or page turns are not allowed. Credits duration should be a minimum
of 25” and a maximum of 30”, including the required 3” animated end board. The credits duration
counts towards the Total Running Time of the programme. Following the 3” of the end board, there
should be a 10” hold of the final frame (this is for presentation purposes and does not count
towards the credit duration or the Total Running Time).
End Board
Place the copyright line and website text after the final credit– please note the year should be in
numbers, not Roman Numerals. Example below:

Series Producer
Executive Producer

© Sky UK Limited 2021
For more information go to sky.com
The end board will include:
•

Production Company Card: This will come after the credits and before the Sky End Board
and is to last 3”. It should feature the production company logo on its own.

•

Sky Animated End Board: to follow immediately after the production company card and will
last 5” however; Sky will insert the Sky Animated End Board. Please Sky Kids programme
please see specific requirements.

Productions awarded the Albert certification for sustainability should include the Albert logo at the
end of the credits, alongside the Sky Copyright information. The mark will be supplied to you by your
Albert representative.
Assets including End Board and sound files, Production Company card and Sky Fonts are available
via your Sky Production Contact. Please note that the end board does not need to adhere to the
crop margins and will be a full frame. For unscripted commissions, ‘next time’ programme teases are
not permitted unless agreed explicitly by Sky.
There can be no “with thanks to”, names of bands, facility, and supplier or company credits unless
agreed with your Sky Production Contact. As a general rule, if the company/person requiring the
‘With thanks to’ is mentioned either visually or verbally within the body of the show, they should not
receive an additional credit. All instances must be signed off by Sky compliance.
Archive footage (factual programmes only) may only be credited once, either in the credits or on the
clip, and only if contractually obliged as end credit placement is the preferred option. Credits for the
Sky Executive Producer should take the form “Executive Producer for Sky”, and credit for the
Production Executive or Production Manager should take the form “Production Executive/Manager
for Sky”.
Any individual performing more than one role should receive either the most senior credit or one
combined credit. All credits need to be authorised via your Sky Production contact, including weekly
changes. This process may take a few days. Please, therefore, submit in advance, as leaving this to
the last day of online could cause you delays.
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Once authorised, you are required to provide a copy to Press: to be emailed to your press contact
4-6 weeks before TX Master Delivery or before picture lock on fast turn-around commissions.
Sky do not offer the option of Web credits.
OPENING TITLE SEQUENCE AND BUMPERS
Opening title sequence should be no longer than 25”, and bumpers should be 3”. Final frame of the
End Bumpers should be held for an additional 5” (please see Tech Spec for full details).
All title sequences and bumpers should be approved at storyboard stage through both your Sky
Commissioning Editor and Executive Producer – this must be done prior to any title shoot
commencing.
SKY KIDS CONTENT MASTER DELIVERABLES
Please be aware Sky Kids commissioned content must follow the below deliverable process:

Sky Kids HD Content
(all of the items below to be added by Producers)
Front of programme:
Sky Original Glass Mark (5”)
At the end of the programme:
Producers End Board (2”)
A [PRODUCTION COMPANY LOGO] Production for [SKY KIDS LOGO]
Sky Kids Animated indent (3”)

Sky Kids UHD Content
Front of programme:
Sky Original Glass Mark (5”)
At the end of the programme:
Producers End Board (2”)
A [PRODUCTION COMPANY LOGO] Production for [SKY KIDS LOGO]
Sky Kids Animated indent (3”)

We may choose to offer subtitles for broadcast. Please ensure the master TX copy has VITC on
lines 17 and 19. This does differ from other broadcasters.
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TX Master Delivery, please ensure that you include the following:
as per Sky UK Technical Specification found here.
High Definition, UHD-SDR and
UHD-HDR, plus 5.1 and Dolby
Guidance around the on-boarding for file delivery to Sky
Atmos
UK will be provided by FileDeliveryOnBoarding@skyglobal.onmicrosoft.com
Specific question relating to the file delivery process can
be sent to this team.
Downloadable link – h264 format

your Sky Production Operations Assistant or Co-ordinator
will let you know when it has been downloaded safely to
Sky’s server, and you can delete the link

Auto QC Reports (from Post /
Facility Houses)
Transmission Form
Compliance Form
Post-Production Scripts

via email to DL-QCSpecialists@sky.uk

Product Placement Declaration

to your Sky Production Operations Assistant or Coordinator and to Silvermouse, under ‘Materials’.

Clocks

include the Commissioning Number, Series Title, and
specific Episode Title on the Clock (MID optional)

to Silvermouse, under ‘Materials’.
to Silvermouse, under ‘Materials’.
to DL-Access.Services@sky.uk and
DL-EntertainmentMasterMaterials@bskyb.com
As soon as available and to Silvermouse, under ‘Materials’.

Electronic Paperwork Delivered No Later Than 2 Weeks After Master Delivery
Music Cue Sheets
to Soundmouse, via Clearance Forms.
Please contact Musicreporting@sky.uk before you start to
complete cue sheets.

Albert Certification

to Silvermouse, under ‘Materials’. See credits

Diamond Diversity Reporting

to Silvermouse, via ‘Diversity Perceived’ and ‘Diversity
Actual’ forms.

Remaining PASC Forms

within Silvermouse.

Diversity and Inclusion Tracker

to your production contact

Planet Test Outcome Report

to your production contact, and also upload to
Silvermouse under Materials
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Synopsis (not to exceed 200
words)

Credits

Promo Materials & Unit
Photography

Programme/Series synopsis (and episodic if applicable).
Please send to Philippa.Jones@sky.uk and copy in your Sky
Production Contact at least three weeks before TX.
To Silvermouse, via ‘Programme Synopsis’ section of the
transmission page
Submit for approval The end credits require approval and
should be submitted at least one week before your
deadline to your Sky Production Contact. Please refer to
the Credits section.
Please refer to the Photography delivery requirements
here Merchandising Guidelines
Late deliveries (i.e. within five working days of
transmission) only if agreed in writing by Sky.
For Unit Photography please see later section.

Rough Cut versions
Fine Cut versions

please email your Commissioning Editor(s) &
PA only (unless requested otherwise)
please email your Commissioning Editor(s) &
PA only (unless requested otherwise).

Late Deliveries
Please discuss details specific to your commission with your assigned Sky Production Operations
Assistant or Co-ordinator as a matter of urgency.
Redeliveries
Once delivered to Sky, production companies can only recall programmes in exceptional
circumstances and at Sky’s discretion. If redelivery is necessary, please liaise with both your assigned
Sky Production Operations Assistant or Coordinator and Sky’s Master Material team DL-Sky
Entertainment Master Materials DL-SkyEntertainmentMasterMaterials@sky.uk (for HD) and/or DLUHD Master Materials DL-UHDMasterMaterials@sky.uk (for UHD SDR and HDR). All edits must be
logged by time code and fully described in the email.
Redelivery Recharges: Each redelivery will incur the following processing costs chargeable to the
production company:
• £1000 per file (to cover the QC and compliance costs).

Diamond (Diversity Analysis Monitoring Data), developed by the Creative Diversity Network (CDN),
brings together organisations across our industry, including the broadcasters, Pact and Creative
Skillset, to promote and share good practices around diversity. Diamond enables production
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companies to collect consistent diversity data from contributors and to monitor diversity as
portrayed on-screen.
Silvermouse integrated Diamond. You can find further information on using the Diamond-related
forms in the Silvermouse Diamond User Guide (located on the Silvermouse Master Page after
logging in) or by contacting the helpdesk on diamondsupport@ silvermouse.com.
Sky requires producers to enable all individuals participating in Sky Original productions both on and
off-screen to self-report against a range of diversity characteristics. This information, alongside
comparable data from other participating broadcasters, will be supplied to the CDN, enabling them
to publish regular cross-industry reports on performance.
Data is reported on Silvermouse. You will be responsible for encouraging and enabling all
participants to complete a Diversity Self-Declaration Form via Silvermouse or to request a selfservice form if they do not wish to supply an email address. You will also be responsible for
completing a Perceived Diversity Form for each episode of any Sky Original programme. You can find
the Silvermouse User Guide here [insert link].
You will need to supply:
the contributors form in Silvermouse
the Diversity Actual Form
the Diversity Perceived Form
For an overview of what Diamond covers and how it works, please see
http://creativediversitynetwork.com/diamond/

Sky is committed to ensuring that Sky Original productions and Sky’s workforce reflect the diversity
of modern Britain. Whether viewed from the perspective of age, gender, race, disability, or sexuality
(or combinations of those factors), there is evidence that some groups are consistently underrepresented. We expect producers to bring ideas to Sky that have diversity, representation and
inclusion built into their development. All producers will engage in a meaningful dialogue with
commissioning editors about this at the start of the creative process. Productions must identify a
senior individual within each production company to be responsible for delivering against these
objectives.
Sky’s Diversity Targets (from 1st October 2020)
Gender targets:
•
•
•
•

50% women in the head of department roles across all commissions
50% women in the lead and supporting roles across all commissions
Scripted Target: 50% of Drama & Comedy commissions to have a female writer
Targets to apply across all output aggregated.

Black, Asian, and Minority Ethnic targets:
•
•

At least one BAME Head of Department per show*
20% BAME in all roles across all commissions
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•
•
•

20% BAME in the lead and supporting roles across all commissions
Scripted Target: 20% of Drama & Comedy commissions to have a BAME writer
Targets to apply to each show individually.

Disability Targets: (Sky is actively working to achieve by 2023)
• 10% of people with disabilities working across all commissions
• 10% perceived on-screen people with disabilities across all commissions.
• Scripted Target: 10% of Drama & Comedy commissions to have a disabled writer
Targets to apply across all output aggregated.
*Diamond senior or head of department roles for Sky targets are:
Camera Supervisor
Gallery Director
Casting Director
Head of Production
Chief Costume Designer
(freelance only)
Choreographer
Lighting Cameraman
Composer
Lighting Director
Costume Designer
Line Producer
Director
Location Manager
Director of Photography
Make-up Designer
Edit Producer/Director
OB Director
Editor
Post-Production Supervisor
Executive Producer
Producer
Floor Manager
Producer-Director

Production Accountant
Production Designer
Series Director
Series Editor (Editorial)
Series Producer
Sound Recordist
Studio Director
Stunt Co-ordinator
VFX Supervisor (freelance
only)

Agreed periods should be left within your Edit Schedule for Compliance and your Commissioning Editor to view the
offline edit. Depending on changes made, compliance may need to view a second cut and the Fine Cut. Compliance
will discuss this with you at the time of viewing. Your Commissioning Editor will need to view at all stages of the edit.
The period for all notes will usually be three working days and should be part of the production schedule approved
by your Production Contact. You can only alter it with permission from your Sky Commissioning Editor and your Sky
Production Contact (after consulting compliance). Your Commissioning Editor and your Production Contact must
agree on the edit schedule before the start of offline editing.
You should create Initial viewing and delivery schedule with the assistance of your Sky Production Operations
Assistant or Co-ordinator.
After that, all viewing changes must be agreed upon with your Commissioning Editor.
All viewings should be via FTP with BITC top centre of the screen.
Example post-production Schedule - based on four weeks offline (for demonstration purposes) only)
Stage
Rough Cut

Delivery Timeline

Requirement

Notes

FTP with BITC.

Sky Compliance requires 3 FULL working days to
view and return notes.

Notes will be sent back via the commissioning
Sky Compliance,
editor; please chase their PA.
commissioning, and other
teams may view at this stage.
Fine Cut

Sky Compliance,
Sky Compliance requires 3 FULL working days to
commissioning, and other
view and return notes.
teams may view at this stage
FTP Site BITC
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TX Master

Expected to arrive at Sky four The TX master(s)
weeks before TX
(as per Sky’s tech spec)

You may also be required to provide separate files for
Sky publicity /promos in advance as per the Sky
Production Pack.

1 Downloadable link (h264)

We can include a maximum of 34 characters on the Sky electronic programme guide. If the title contains more than
more 34 characters, the text will overflow onto the synopsis screen. Please be aware of this restriction when
discussing title suggestions with your Commissioning Editor (see deadline below).

In an emergency, out of office hours, any member of the Sky Production team can be contacted via the main Sky
switchboard 020 7032 3000 alternatively please see below:
On Call (emergency only)
Media Management
Scheduling Department
Presentations Department
Commercial Sales (breakdown/minutage etc)

Ben Houghton
07976 766 780
Internal 133 8316
mobile 07715 758808
David Cox
020 7032 3700
07802 862837
Mobile 07860 346779: Pager 07659 176408

All productions are required to issue a Green Memo to all cast and crew. The Green Memo is a deliverable
requirement as detailed in the commissioning agreement. We recommend this is tailored for your production to fit
your company’s culture and make it easy for everyone to understand and contribute. You can find recommended
standards and examples of good practice in Sky’s Sustainable Production Principles.

You can contact Sky’s Health & Safety Advisor, Ryan Livingstone, by email at Ryan.Livingstone@sky.uk or by phone
at 07971393707.
Sky believes that the health and safety of all its staff and that of its business partners, visitors, associates and
contractors is of paramount importance. As a result, Sky requires the committed support of its business partners,
associates, and contractors to avoid harm to anyone affected by our activities. This principle extends to the work
of independent production companies when producing commissioned programmes on behalf of Sky.
Sky requires that independent production companies must be approved as competent to manage Health & Safety
before commissioning. Without this approval, productions may not proceed.
The Sky UK Independent Commissioning Corporate Policy (Health & Safety) must be read, understood and complied
with. The senior person at the production company responsible for health and safety must complete the health
and safety questionnaire and return it to the Sky health and safety advisor (details above). Sky’s health and safety
advisor will scrutinise the questionnaire and may require further information or a meeting with the Production
company to establish competence. Once achieved, Sky will add the company to the Sky UK approved list of
contractors.
All independent production companies must complete a suitable and sufficient risk assessment for their
commissioned production promptly (one week) before the start of filming. The independent production company
must ensure that such risk assessments (and all necessary control measures) are fully implemented before / during
production.
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The independent production company shall be responsible as an employer for complying with all health and safety
legislation and Codes of Practice, including the need to appoint a competent person to assist the producer in
assessing the risks on production. The competent person must record in writing the significant findings identified
in the risk assessment(s) as arising out of or in connection with the production and convey the preventative and
protective measures to all personnel and any third parties who may be affected by the production work.
The independent production company must ensure that its personnel are suitably trained and competent before
conducting any work activities. Personnel must receive adequate instruction concerning health, safety and security
and have the necessary equipment and protective clothing to carry out the work safely.
The independent production company must also ensure that all companies that they contract for specialist
services/works as part of their commissioned production must supply a suitable and sufficient risk assessment for
such works.
The independent production company must notify Sky promptly of any significant accidents, incidents or near
misses occurring on production (see contact details below). Further, the independent production company must
notify Sky of civil claims for damages/injuries emanating from a Sky
commissioned production or enforcement action from the Health and Safety Executive (or Local Authority / Fire and
Rescue Service) in a timely manner.
Periodically during the production and on its completion, Sky shall monitor/inspect and review the health and safety
standards achieved by the independent production company.
Continuing use of an independent production company will be subject to ongoing, satisfactory health and safety
performance and Compliance with Sky UK’s Independent Commissioning Corporate Policy (Health& Safety).
Acts or omissions leading to accidents, whether caused during the production and whether or not at the direction
of the owner, occupier or employer, can lead to liability. Liability can result in fines or imprisonment of a director of
the company and owner.
All completed risk assessment forms should be submitted in a timely manner (one week) before filming, via email, to
your Sky production contact and the Sky health and safety advisor.
Covid-19
Independent production companies will be required to assess the risk, plan the production and take appropriate
action on their production to manage the risk of covid-19. Whilst the risk assessment and plans will be specific for
each production, they should follow the principles set out in industry guidance. This may include the broadcaster
guidance. Please see TV Production Guidance: Managing the risk of Coronavirus (Covid19)

Sky’s insurance brokers are Media Insurance Brokers and the MIB Sky Client Managers are:
Richard Moore:
Richard@mediainsurance.com
Lisa Marsden:
lisa.marsden@mediainsurance.com
Peter Suddell:
peter@mediainsurance.com
Jason Shaw:
jason@mediainsurance.com
Production companies must maintain public and employers liability for the company.
Under the Sky scheme, insurance is calculated on direct costs only at 0.434% + 12% IPT. Your Sky Production Contact
will advise MIB of the insurable rate for the production, and MIB will then contact you directly. Please highlight any
hazardous or higher risk activity to MIB/insurers and provide details of all stunts or stunt-type activity, e.g. vehicle
handbrake turns and use of action vehicles, pyro, working at height or depth etc.? If in doubt, MIB will confirm its
requirements for disclosure purposes.
Independent producers are responsible for effecting and maintaining all necessary and appropriate insurances
during the production at levels approved by Sky with MIB. In exceptional cases, producers may be able to use other
reputable insurance companies as agreed with Sky and on the basis that at least the same levels of cover and rate
are applicable as per the MIB facility.
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Insurances should include but are not limited to:
1)
Public liability and employers liability.
2)
Additional expenditure, losses and liabilities incurred in completing the production or incurred because of
the production being aborted and valueless resulting from damage to or loss of film/recordings.
3)
Keyman/cast insurance for additional expenditure, losses and liabilities incurred in completing the
production or incurred because of the production being aborted and valueless, including expenses incurred
as a result of the cancellation, postponement or interruption resulting from accident to or illness or death
of the individual producer or any contributors or other principal personnel as may be required by Sky.
4)
Such other insurance as may be prudent in the circumstances of the production of the programmes or as
may be required by law and paid for by Sky, including crew/equipment and any insurances that may be
required under local laws and regulations when working abroad, e.g. auto liability, workers compensation etc.
5)
You should notify your Sky Production Contact immediately on the happening of any event or accident,
which may give rise to a claim. Any claims or circumstances that could give rise to a claim should be notified
to MIB/insurers as soon as reasonably practicable and according to the policy’s claim notification steps and
requirements.
Insurances not covered under the MIB blanket facility:
1)

Personal Accident
If the production contains activities with obvious potential personal accident risks, please contact your Sky
Production Contact, who will approve insurance cover as necessary.
Weather Insurance
Driving in Vision
Errors and Omissions (where possible, producers’ E&O should be held by the production company regarding
the content being made). Note: Any production claims relating to Covid-19 (e.g. shoot cancellation or delay,
claims brought by third parties etc.) are excluded by insurance. This exclusion is a market-wide blanket
position.

2)
3)
4)

Covid-19 is not excluded under Employers Liability Insurance.
From a risk management and risk mitigation view, as regards Covid-19, all applicable in-country Government
guidance and FCO, WHO, PHE requirements must be complied with, e.g. PPE, maintaining social distancing,
mandatory quarantine, or isolation requirements etc. Compliance with such requirements is essential from a
reputational and legal perspective, as well as insurance. Such steps should be reflected in the risk assessment as
appropriate.
Budgeting for Insurance
Developments
•
•

Do not include an insurance line in development budgets with paper deliverables only.
If additional deliverables/filming is a requirement for development then Production Insurance should be
included below the line, calculated at 0.434% + 12% IPT on direct costs only. This will be recouped form the
series budget.

Commissions
•

•
•

Standard Production Insurance should be included in all budgets for Commissions, calculated at 0.434%
on direct costs only plus Insurance Premium Tax (IPT); calculated at 12% on the insurance premium . This
should sit on the budget top sheet, below the line under Production Fee and Overheads, and is not included
in direct costs.
E & O Insurance E&O should form part of your international budget (if applicable). This should also sit below
the line on the top sheet of the budget.
Additional Insurance: if additional insurance is required for high risk activities/cover for anything that falls
outside of the Standard Policy, this requires further discussion between Sky/MIB and the Producer. Any
premium should also sit below the line on the top sheet of the budget. This estimate will be ringfenced and
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•
•

reported against in the monthly cost report. In the event of any underspend, this will be discussed with your
Sky Production Contact.
Government Film & TV Production Restart Scheme: Non-Scripted Productions have not been applying to
the scheme to date and have managed the associated risks through implementation of carefully planned
Covid Protocols. If there are special circumstances, please discuss with your Sky Production Contact.
Invoicing: All insurance costs must be included in the top sheet of budgets and MIB will invoice the Producer
directly.

Please send electronic copies of invoices to OCRInvoices@sky.uk, copying your Sky Production Contact.
Invoices should:
• include the company address, registration and VAT number.
• Be addressed to Sky UK.
• Quote the bank details for the payment (a separate production account in the programme’s name).
Deductions from cashflow may include:
• Development funding already cash-flowed
• Recovery of insurance premiums
• Directors UK levy (on the final invoice)
Sky will only approve invoices if you have met the proposed cash flow stipulations and we have a fully executed
contract – once approved, please allow up to 21 days for payment.
If you have a query regarding payment dates, please get in touch with OCRInvoices@sky.uk. You should send all
other queries to your Sky Production Contact.

Sky’s primary MCR and Playout Centre are both located within Sky Studios, Harlequin Avenue, Brentford, TW8 9EW.
In most cases, live program delivery will be received at Sky Studios via fibre or satellite. On exception, delivery to
Sky Chilworth may be requested for operational needs. Sky has connectivity to many major service providers, and
the choice of provider will be selected at the time of booking. Once the commission is awarded, contact should be
made with the appropriate Satellite Operations department, who will begin planning the delivery.
Heather Crane
Francesca Grosso

Sat Ops:
Sport/Entertainment

Satops@sky.uk
Heather.crane@sky.uk

Sat Ops: Sky Sports
News/Sky News

Francesca.grosso@sky.uk
DL-Sat Ops Sports
News: News.booking@sky.uk

+44 (0) 20 7032 2629
+44 (0) 20 7032 0153
07714 593 214

From the initial contact, a meeting will probably be required to discuss the requirement in detail. This should
involve production staff, including the production manager, along with key Sky technical and operational
personnel.
Technical considerations regarding live delivery can be directed to:
Marc Johnson

Sky Broadcast Centre

Marc.johnson@sky.uk

+44 (0) 20 7032 0750

Line up and co-ordination will take place at one of the following Sky control rooms:
MCR - Sports and Entertainment
MCR – Sky News

+44 (0) 20 7032 8800 (24 Hours)
+44 (0) 20 7032 8500

The programme/series will be assigned a Sky Marketing lead who will be in regular contact with you from the kick-off
stage (or before if required) ongoing for the life of the programme/series. They, along with relevant retained creative
and media agencies, will need access to the key cast, key production personnel, locations, footage and other
appropriate production materials (e.g. title arts & fonts). To best support the promotion of the programme/series,
your Marketing contact will require the following:
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1) Full series and character overview, bibles, episode guides/synopses, tonal references, music references, and the
state of title art development. Your marketing lead will discuss title art development with you and offer the
services of Sky Creative
2) Synopses approved to be public-facing at short length (200 characters max including spaces), medium (1,000
characters max with spacing) and long (no character limit)
3) Access to the latest information/status of production regularly for purposes of campaign development
4) Access to locations, studios, talent, wardrobes, props etc. upon request
5) A studio stills and motion shoot for cast members and presenters over 1 or 2 days at Sky’s expense. This needs
to be built into the production window before production wraps to avoid loss of access to cast and crew
6) Access to rushes and footage as and when available. Please see the Promo requirements section for more detail.
This access may be requested to produce trails (including first looks) and for usage in compilation spots with
footage of other Sky shows
7) Cast and presenters may have a marketing clause written into their contracts. It is essential that talent
contracts go through your Sky Legal representative to understand restrictions that could impact the marketing
campaign
Our usual practice is to share master Marketing creative for approval only (hero key art, first look trailer and master
launch trailer if different from the first look) and an overview of the marketing strategy. Further use of footage
(including compilation/range trailers), the integration of ’a Sky original/Sky Originals’ branding, and imagery are
subject to Sky’s discretion with consideration of contractual obligations. If this causes any concern, please get in
touch with your relevant Marketing contact.

Music Supervision
Sky’s Music Creative team have a combined experience of 40+ years of working on music briefs for TV, film,
advertising/promos. Should the production company require access to Sky’s music supervisory team, levels of
service can be tailored to suit individual productions’ needs. Please contact Steven Wheeler to discuss
availability/quote: steven.wheeler@sky.uk
Composed/Bespoke Music
Should the production company intend to hire a composer to score/commission music, then the production
company must firstly and foremost engage with Sky’s SATV Publishing team in advance of engaging any composer
– please contact:
Sue Hepworth – sue.hepworth@sky.uk
Harry Bishop – harry.bishop@sky.uk
Team Mailbox - satvmusic@sky.uk
Sky/SATV have a right of approval over the composer of any original music commissioned for the production.
Further, the chosen composer must be contracted in accordance with Sky’s standard terms, which include a full buyout of all reproduction/mechanical rights and an assignment of the copyright and publishing rights to SATV
Publishing Ltd, on a 50/50 basis with the composer. Sky/SATV will take care of the required contractual
arrangements on the production company’s behalf.
Production Library Music
SATV Music is Sky’s production music partner - pre-cleared and pre-paid for use in all media, all territories, in
perpetuity - and per Sky policy/commercial terms, must be the only production library source used by production.
To browse the SATV catalogue, please visit: www.satvmusic.com
For bespoke playlists and to source track stems, please contact:
satvmusic@sky.uk mailto:satvmusic@sky.uk
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The entire SATV catalogue is fully cleared and pre-paid for use in the production, including all forms of
secondary/WW exploitation.
Should the production company own its own music library or have licences/arrangements in place with a third-party
production library, Sky does not permit such usage in its programming as this can lead to a conflict of interest and
compromise editorial independence. Any queries regarding this should be addressed to Sue Hepworth.
Commercial music / Sky’s blanket licence
Sky has blanket licences in place with PRS/MCPS and PPL/VPL, which permit the use of certain commercial sound
recordings and music videos within programming transmitted on Sky-owned linear channels and on-demand
services, subject to an obligatory rights check by way of a Soundmouse clearance form. Please note, if a programme
has been commissioned solely for output via Sky’s on-demand platform, production will be limited to use SATV music
only.
All tracks and videos MUST be checked/pre-cleared prior to edit/post-production via Sky’s self-service clearance
portal: Soundmouse. Full user instructions for Soundmouse will be provided as well as the main exclusions featured
within Sky’s blanket licence: it must be acknowledged that the blanket licence does contain certain restrictions
whereby commercial repertoire cannot be used/placed. This information is usually distributed at PFC approval
stage, but should production wish to discuss commercial music usage prior to this, please contact:
musiclicensing@sky.uk
Music Reporting
Cue sheets must also be completed via the Soundmouse cue sheet portal prior to TX (wherever possible) – or at the
very latest, within a fortnight of transmission. It is imperative that tracks imported into cue sheets are done so from
the afore-referenced clearance form, so there can be a seamless submission of cue sheets to the collecting
societies. A representative from the Music Reporting team is designated to each production and can assist
production enquiries to ensure cue sheets are accurate and fit for final approval. For general cue sheet enquiries,
please contact: musicreporting@sky.uk / alison.butlin@sky.uk

All press statements and other publicity relating to the programmes shall be made exclusively by Sky’s press office.
Without Sky’s written consent, the producer shall not make or authorise any public, Press or other statements,
either verbal or in writing. The producer also agrees not to make any statements regarding Sky’s affairs to any third
party.
The programme/series may be assigned a Sky Publicist, although levels of publicity support can vary from title to
title. If you are unclear on the level of support for your title, please get in touch with the relevant stakeholder below.
They will require access to the key cast, key production personnel and locations. All cast members and presenters
should have a publicity clause written into their contracts.
Sky Publicity may also request a time for media to visit the set/filming. Planning of this will be done in conjunction
with producers but may require access for key talent and producers during the visit
Sky publicity will flag any concerns with the content from a media perspective and work with producers to craft lines
against enquiry (LAEs) or comms plans to mitigate any risk
Please note that no freelance publicist, unit publicist, or agency should be engaged by producers without
consultation with and agreement from Sky Publicity. If the choice to employ additional publicity support is made
by/driven by producers, then Sky expects it to be funded by production. In some circumstances, Sky will choose to
engage additional freelance or agency support. In that case, Sky would cover these costs.
If a freelance publicist/agency is engaged and will be credited with end credits for the programme, then named Sky
Publicity team members should be credited alongside them. Production company publicists/agencies should not
be credited unless they are actively engaged to deliver the campaign for the title.
Our usual practice is to offer all publicity material to any national newspapers, national tabloid Press, online Press
and digital Press and influencers – if this raises any problems, you should refer directly to your Sky publicist.
Your publicist will require the following information: Full biographies on all cast members, presenters, writers and
main production credits
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•
•
•
•
•

Full biographies on all cast members, presenters, writers and main production credit
Access to the above regularly to generate publicity
Series and episodic synopses
Access to locations, studios etc.
End credits/listings to be emailed over six weeks before TX Master delivery or before picture lock on fast
turnaround commissions NB: fully signed off (by Sky) versions Only
Please be aware that Sky’s monthly preview booklet and highlights go to print 8-9 weeks ahead of
transmission. Published weekly listings and highlights are issued two and a half weeks ahead of transmission, at
which point the programme title needs to be confirmed.
Contacts:
Luke Seraphin (Head of Drama & Factual PR) - luke.seraphin@sky.uk
Emma Greenwood (Head of Entertainment, Comedy, Acquisitions, Cinema PR) - emma.greenwood@sky.uk
Sky’s Production Procurement has many contacts with production suppliers of many types, including Camera
Equipment, Location Catering, Location Facilities and more. Sky has negotiated minimum-discount deals in many
areas, and Sky expects that production companies will take advantage of these wherever a better option is not
available. Please engage with Production Procurement (productionprocurementhub@sky.uk) as early as possible,
preferably before submission of your final budget.
To maximise value on screen for Sky in-house production and our production partners, our production specialists in
the Group procurement team have produced an evolving Preferred Supplier document, consolidating and leveraging
our production needs across the Enterprise organisation and optimising our supplier relationships across many key
categories.
Sky_Studios_PSL_150722.pdf (skyassets.com) – this is uploaded onto our Sky Studios | Production | Sky Group
website.
We are actively encouraging usage of our Preferred Suppliers that should be approached in the first instance. They
have excelled throughout our vetting process, and they are premium in their category from an overall Responsible
Production (Sustainability, Inclusion, Human Rights), commercials, capability, and partnership perspective.
All programmes should deliver as per the bumper to bumper guidance given in the tech spec. This means there
should be one second of black and silence between each part. Part durations/time codes should be clearly marked
on the front clock.
The Beginning of Part and End of Part bumper should be 3” (as the music dictates). Audio must have a clean, out
point and must fade to silence half a second before the end of part out point and end of programme out point.
Part durations are as per below PLEASE ENSURE YOU READ THESE CARFEULLY AS THEY DIFFER DEPENDING ON
THE GENRE OF YOUR PROGRAMME. If you are unclear at all, please liaise with your production contact who will
ensure you are following the correct guidance.
COMMISSIONED CONTENT
Programme Type/Genre

Programme Guidelines
Duration Of Programme

Ideal Duration

Slot

Number of Parts

Ents, Arts, Scripted Comedy

20-24mins

22

30mins

2 parts/1 break

Ents and Arts

31-34mins

32

45mins

3 parts/2 breaks

Ents, Arts, Docs Series, Crime, Nature

41-46mins

44

1 hour

4 parts/3 breaks
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Scripted Drama and Comedy

41-48mins

44

1 hour

3 parts/2 breaks

Ents and Arts

65-70mins

66

1 hour 30mins

6 parts/5 breaks

Feature Documentaries

85-87mins

85

1 hour 50mins

5 parts/4 breaks

Feature Documentaries

87-92mins

90

2 hours

5 parts/4 breaks

Please note:
•

Given the duration guidance above is broad, there is no under/over run tolerance – all durations must fit
within the above guidelines.

•

Scripted productions in a 60 minutes slot have less part breaks than Unscripted.

•

Any request to deviate from the above must be approved by your production contact who will seek
approval from genre head, scheudling ops, and programming leads.

•

Live events (whether broadcast live or pre-recorded) will be discussed on a case by case basis

To cut trailers, we require footage at least six weeks before the promotion transmission to allow for internal creative
production. Should finished masters not be delivered six weeks before trailer transmission, Sky Creative Agency will
require the following, which the producer must pay for out of the agreed programme production budget:
•

Broadcast quality (conformed) clips of footage that is suitable for promo usage

•

Clips must be legal, complied and licensed/cleared for promotional use

•

Clips should be selected that communicate the key proposition for the programme. Supply a balance of
several different key sound bites along with enough good visual cut

•

All clips should be supplied with clean dialogue and SFX split tracks (no music)

Don’t be afraid to offer clips that have not been mixed; this can be addressed further down the line after a rough
edit has been cut
•

If the content of the programme is strong, (i.e. language/sex/violence), provide a balance of clips to enable
us to produce pre-watershed alternatives

•

A minimum of five minutes of key material is needed, although the more footage, the better

•

Marketing may require access time to shoot promotion material with key cast members and presenters,
either separately or alongside the Marketing stills shoot

•

Sky Creative will apply a grade compilation spots to ensure all footage within the edit is consistent, and we
will consult with you on the appropriate grading process for programme/series specific trailers and agree on
a process that should not impact delivery timings of the marketing campaign

Contacts:
Jonathan Carter (Head of Entertainment Brand Marketing) – jonathan.carter@sky.uk
Jana Mollett (Head of Entertainment Brand Marketing) – jana.mollett@sky.uk

You will find a template of a schedule of residuals here: Schedule Of Residuals
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Silvermouse is the tool Sky uses for completing the post-production paperwork for Sky Original commissions,
including the Programme as Completed and Music Reporting information. To find more information about
Silvermouse, please refer to the Silvermouse User Guide here Silvermouse User Guide To register for an account,
please get in touch with your Sky Production Operations Assistant or Co-ordinator.

Sustainability (Including Albert & Planet Test)
Sky has a strong commitment to the environment, and we expect our producers to adhere to the environmental,
ethical, and social responsibility standards contained in our Responsible Sourcing Policy. You can view all relevant
policies here: https://www.skygroup.sky/suppliers.
We also take our responsibility as a media and entertainment company seriously and know our shows have huge
potential to inspire our audiences on environmental issues. A storyline could inspire someone to make a change,
have a conversation about climate, or want to find out more. Sky’s Planet Test should be considered at all stages of
development to see where we can raise awareness of the issues, show the actions people can take, or use talent
and comms to promote our Sky Zero campaign messages. Find out more about the Planet Test here Sustainable
Production Principles. As part of your paperwork deliverables please complete the Planet Test Outcome Report
form.
We require all our production companies to complete a predicted and actual carbon footprint using the Albert
Carbon Calculator. You should complete the predicted carbon footprint at the earliest point possible to help focus
your carbon reduction efforts. We ask our production companies to make measurable improvements in
environmental sustainability through undertaking Albert sustainable production certification and reducing their
carbon footprint in tCO2 per hour of television against that achieved by their previous productions.
The final stage payment is attached to the delivery of this data. Albert can take up to ten working days from the
date of submission to audit a footprint. Please bear this in mind, so your final payment isn’t delayed.
Sky also asks all its production companies to ensure no single-use plastic is used at any stage of the production. For
a short guide on alternatives, please get in touch with your Sky Production Contact.
To ensure time to include the relevant logos on the credits, we expect the measures to be undertaken in good time
and signed off well before broadcast.
Sky has been a carbon-neutral company since 2006. From 2019, Sky will include all Sky Originals with a completed
Albert footprint in our carbon neutral status. The purchase of verified carbon credits will offset those emissions
which cannot be avoided in the production. For more information, see Sky’s Carbon Neutral policy Sky-CarbonNeutral-Policy-2021

The synopsis should be no more than 200 words long. Send the synopsis to Philippa.Jones@sky.uk at least three
weeks before the first transmission and also submit it within the ‘Programme Synopsis’ section of the transmission
page of the appropriate Silvermouse programme pages. The team at Sky will write the EPG. Please be aware that
Sky’s monthly preview booklet and highlights go to print 8-9 weeks ahead of transmission. Published weekly listings
and highlights are issued two and a half weeks ahead of transmission, at which point the programme title needs to
be confirmed.

Picture Publicity
The team looking after Unit Photography at Sky is Picture Publicity. Please see the workflow detailed here:
Scripted Titles
Step 1 - Gaining a greater understanding of Sky’s unit photography requirements.
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•
•

All images the photographer shoots and delivers to Sky can be used part of, although not limited to, the
publicity campaign, marketing, the user interface, social media platforms and on Sky.com. As and when
applicable, they are also passed on as part of the title's international distribution deliverables.
The photographer will need to be granted enough access to set and talent in order to capture the below;
o Shooting Scenes - this is the main bulk of the unit stills. We understand the time constraints on set
but it’s important that the unit photographer is allowed access to the scenes that are being shot
when he/she is on set.
o BTS (behind the scenes) images - with on screen talent and senior off-screen talent (Director /
Writer / DOP).
o Posed, in character, shots to camera (to be taken when talent have downtime)
o Plate shots – clean images of the sets with no talent, crew or equipment.
o Exterior shots of sets/settings and buildings of importance.

Step 2 - Connecting with Sky’s Picture Publicity team.
• Connect with Sky’s Picture Publicity team (picturepublicity@sky.uk) to be introduced to the team member
assigned to your title. They will detail the process to follow pre-production, during production and
postproduction, with regards to the capturing of unit stills.
• Should a PR specials photography shoot need to be captured, Sky will reach out to you to discuss
arrangements, this is not in replacement of any unit photography requirements and can sometimes be in
conjunction with the Marketing shoot.
• Do not hire anyone picture specific to help with imagery on set, first contact the Sky Picture Publicity team
to discuss.
Step 3 – Adding to distribution lists.
• Add your Sky Picture Publicity representative to all production document distribution lists (ie call sheets,
one liners, scripts). Add to the cut distribution list once cuts are available to share.
• Once assigned, the photographer will also need to be added to these pre and in production distribution
lists.
Step 4 - Contracting the photographer
• Ensure the Photographer contract contains the correct requirements.
o The photographer’s contract shall include a total buyout of all rights in perpetuity to the stills shot.
o The contract with the Photographer is a Production Contract which is (without limitation) subject
to Clauses 5.1 and 5.6 of the General Conditions within the production contract for the title.
• Images are to be delivered directly to Sky and uncompressed as RAW and JPG files. Deliver the
photographer’s agreement as part of the legal deliverables.
Step 5 – Talent & Approvals
• Full talent approvals are to be completed within 3 weeks of production wrapping.
• Talent are only permitted to disapprove up to the contracted number of images and must complete the
approval process in their contractual amount of time. If there are no approval stipulations in talent
contracts, they should not be offered right to disapprove any imagery.
• The Sky Picture Publicity team will manage these approvals.
Step 6 - VFX
• If applicable Sky will reach out to you to discuss VFX or specific grading for the unit stills and any need for
additional imagery in the form of high-resolution screengrabs.
Factual Titles
The guidelines above should still be followed with regards to reaching out to the Sky Picture Publicity team, their
involvement and the photographer agreement. However, image specific variations are detailed below;
• Archive/stock images - images included in the show should also be cleared for editorial usage as determined
with the Sky Picture Publicity team.
EPK
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EPK footage is captured, edited and used in a variety of ways at Sky. The workflow and deliverables will depend upon
the footage, the asset(s) being created and the title itself. Please reach out to your PR & Social contact as a first
point of call to be provided with more detailed information for your specific title.

The Unscripted TV Skills Fund went live on 1 June 2021. It will address skills gaps and shortages in unscripted
television across the UK and build a bigger pool of off-screen crew and talent. Every producer making an unscripted
TV programme commissioned by Sky will be expected to contribute. Sky will match the producer’s contribution to
the fund.
Production company contributions are deducted from the payment made from Sky and do not form part of the
programme budget. Sky will deduct the production company contribution (0.125% of the Sky Licence Fee) from the
final tranche of the cashflow schedule. Sky will collect the fund contribution and pay this together with Sky’s
matching contribution directly to ScreenSkills each quarter.
So, for example, if the licence fee is £100,000, the payment made will be £99,875 (a deduction of £125). If a
programme has multiple funders, the 0.25% contribution is proportionate to the budget share of Sky rather than
the total budget.
Any factual productions accessing tax credits and contributing to the HETV Skills Fund or Children’s TV Skills Fund
will not be expected to also contribute to this fund. Any feature documentaries seeking the film tax credit and
contributing to the Film Skills Fund are also excluded from the Unscripted TV Skills Fund.
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